


On the 26th of May it is National Sorry Day which        

symbolizes the scattering of the stolen generations and 

how we as a nation recognize the injustice of past        

government during our colonization of Australia. 

The symbol of sorry day is the five petal nation cotton,  

desert rose or Native hibiscus as we know it. 

We made our own Native hibiscus flowers to acknowledge 

our native Australians and the  importance of this day in 

culture. 

We used purple paper cut into a flower shape, two   

different shapes of purple paint, white and purple crepe 

paper and purple glitter to create our flowers.  

The children are becoming so confident now in engaging 

in painting experiences and we can see them really trying 

to explore using a brush and focusing on their grip and 

how to manipulate the brush. 

 

Written by Miss Tanya. 



We had a very special guest join us today at BTP  

early learning named Miss Julie. She performed a 

special show that helped us learn about eating the 

right types of food and keeping healthy through    

exercise. 

Her show took the children through a typical life of 

two children who had to make decisions about what 

to eat through out the day and what activities to do 

in their day. The children helped them make these 

decisions.  

The show was interactive, fun and taught the       

children good life choices. 

 

Written by Miss Tanya. 



Zaidyn and Ivy happily shared a moment together 

playing with the hammer boards. They helped 

each other put the pegs into the holes and        

replace the balls into the larger holes. 

They played cooperatively and in close proximity 

of each other. They offered each other toys and 

Zaidyn was babbling to Ivy representing            

conversation. 

These two children are demonstrating basic social 

skills and developing connections and beginning 

to show understanding of societies social           

expectations. 

 

Written by Miss Tanya 



 Ivy spent some time this morning playing with the truck 

shape sorter. She didn't try and put the shapes into the 

holes but she was fascinated with the different shape 

blocks. 

Zaidyn found his reflection in the 3D lens blocks . He was 

trying to look through it like he did with the red filtered 

lens. But when he looked through the middle of the     

mirrored one is when he made his discovery of his own 

reflection. 

Alina was invested in exploring the animals pieces from 

the puzzle board. She was very interested in her discovery 

that she wanted to share her discoveries with Miss       

Megan and Miss Tanya. 

Owen was also investigating viewing the environment 

through coloured filters but he was focused on the     

magnifying glasses. He was more interested in how he 

was holding them and how he could move them around. 

 

Written by Miss Tanya 



• The children are being exposed to other cultural    

aspects of life and are learning about respect and     

acceptance. 

• They are participating and learning about being 

apart of a community here at day care. 

• They are learning how to manipulate and hold 

paint brushes. 

• Developing an awareness of connecting materials 

through use of paint. 

• Developing social skills of parallel play and       

prosocial skills of sharing and be cooperative. 

• Developing independence and exploration of own 

interests. 

It was so nice to have more children today. 

They were very settled and are having smoother transitions when   

being dropped off at day care, showing more confident and security 

in being here. 

What a change in the children’s willingness to participate in creative 

and messy experiences. They are showing so much more curiosity 

and willingness to give it a go. 



Seahorse 
Staff Name Tanya Megan   

Shift 8.45-5.00 9.15-5.30   

Date 24.5.21 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins   

Day Monday Lunch 12.10-
12.55 12.55-1.40   

CHILD'S NAME Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Clothing  

Alina Not here Most All  12.05-12.45   

Ivy Not here Most Some  12.00-12.40   

Zaidyn All All  All 11.50-12.40   

Owen Not here Most  Most 12.10-12.45   

            

            

              

              

UV Rating  Sun protection recommended from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm  
Morning 
Tea   Rockmelon, pear, apple 

Lunch Mixed Sandwiches 
After-
noon tea   Custard and fresh fruit  


